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This paper describes impacts of Early Head Start when children were 2, 3, and 5 years old. Some of the most persistent impacts were in domains important for later school success including aggressive behavior problems, which are predictive of later behavior problems and low school engagement, and attention, which is linked to school achievement. Early Head Start also had positive impacts on parents reading to children (and learning stimulation), which is also linked to positive outcomes later on. We note the lack of impacts on achievement at age 5 and suggest the importance of examining impacts for policy-relevant subgroups. Further, findings suggest that providing preschool services before kindergarten, after Early Head Start, may create the greatest opportunity for ensuring school readiness among low-income children.
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Like its older sibling Head Start, the federal Early Head Start (EHS) program has enjoyed bipartisan support since its launching in 1995, thirty years after Head Start itself began. Similarly, both Republican and Democratic administrations have funded EHS program evaluations. In this chapter, we describe the results of the EHS national evaluation, for which we have been principal investigators (Administration for Children and Families [ACF] at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). We describe the EHS impact evaluation and summarize its results, looking at overall impacts as well as subgroup impacts. We also go beyond the end-of-program focus of many evaluations (that is, a focus on impacts right at the end of the children’s and families’ enrollment time) and look at the influence that participation in EHS had on program participation during the preschool years (the fourth and fifth years of life) and at the cumulative influences of EHS and preschool attendance on kindergarten readiness. Finally, we suggest implications for EHS programs, including their coordination with other programs, and for future research.

The Early Head Start Evaluation

The EHS evaluation included seventeen sites drawn from the first two waves of programs started more than a decade ago. By design, ACF selected programs that would reflect the range of service options and context of all extant programs rather than choosing a representative sample. The sites were distributed across the country and included rural and urban sites. About 3,000 families were randomly assigned to the treatment or control groups. All were poor. African American, Hispanic, and white families were represented, as well as single- and two-parent households, teenage mothers and older mothers, families receiving welfare and not receiving welfare, employed and not employed mothers. This was the first impact evaluation of services for poor pregnant women and families with children under age 3 in which the program offered center-based services in some sites and at least some home visiting in all sites.

The EHS evaluation was also unique in that it gathered extensive data on implementation via multiple visits at each site. It was possible, then, to categorize sites in terms of the timing with which they fully met the standards: early implementers, later implementers, and incomplete implementers. Since multi-site trials often show variability in impacts across sites, the ability to document fidelity to treatment is critical. Children were assessed at 1, 2, 3, and 5 years of age on a variety of cognitive, language, attention, health, behavioral, and engagement skills; their mothers were assessed for parenting stress and depression, home language environment, parenting, and employment.

Overall Impacts of Early Head Start

Overall, averaging across all program sites and all children and families in the sample, EHS programs showed significant impacts on a wide range of child and parent outcomes when the children were 2 and 3 years old. These included impacts in cognitive, language, and social-emotional development (such as reduced aggressive behavior problems), and approaches to learning (including attention and engagement). The effects tended to appear as early as age 2 and were, for the most part, maintained through age 3. Effect sizes for the most significant impacts were one-fifth to one-quarter of a standard deviation. For the African American subsample, the impacts were larger.
Two years after the end of the intervention (at age 5), significant impacts continued to be seen in social-emotional development (reduced behavior problems), approaches to learning, and observed attention (effect sizes around one-fifth of a standard deviation). However, the former EHS group did not continue to show the impacts on vocabulary seen in the earlier years, except for the children who were still tested in Spanish at the pre-K follow-up, and for the African American subsample. EHS children did not differ from control-group children on measures of school-related achievement.

Equally important, in our view, were the impacts on parenting and the home environment, as these are crucial mediators of young children’s development. The program enhanced parental support for children’s language and literacy development, daily reading, and teaching activities at ages 2 and 3, with, for the most part, these effects continuing through age 5.

Growth curve analyses demonstrated that the EHS program had a positive impact over time in four areas. For children’s cognitive ability and aggressive behavior, and for maternal supportiveness and the home learning environment the positive program impacts appeared early and the magnitude of the impacts remained relatively constant from age 2 to 5 (although in the cross-sectional impact analyses, the effects for cognitive ability were not found for the total sample at age 5). As other early interventions have found, while it is noteworthy that the program impacts did not diminish with time, neither did they increase.4

After the original evaluation ended and children left the program (or control condition) for whatever programs awaited them between ages 3 and 5, we tracked children’s program participation. Program group children were significantly more likely than their control counterparts to enroll in formal preschool programs at both ages 3 to 4 and 4 to 5 (47 percent versus 42 percent), although the differences between the groups were small. That is, a large proportion of children in the control group received some preschool education. This might explain why control-group children seemed to catch up to the treatment group children in terms of cognitive and language skills at age 5.

The results reviewed so far are from analyses conducted within the framework of the randomized experimental design. In addition to these, the team conducted nonexperimental analyses to tease apart the contributions of children’s experiences birth to age 3 and their post-EHS program experiences age 3 to age 5. The children and families who experienced EHS followed by formal program enrollment (whether Head Start, preschool, or center child care) in the 3- to 5-year age period demonstrated the most favorable pre-K outcomes. These analyses are not based on randomization (that is, children were not assigned to formal programs or not at the end of EHS) and thus are subject to selection bias.
Impacts—“the Median Isn’t the Message”

Averages mislead when considerable variability exists within any group. EHS programs and families differ along many dimensions. These include community characteristics (such as urban or rural settings), program characteristics (such as the approaches implemented and patterns of implementation), race and ethnicity of families enrolled, extent to which families experienced various risk factors, and so forth. We focus on the groups defined by the type of program implemented, the quality (or fidelity) of program implementation, the families’ race or ethnicity, the families’ level of risk, and the intensity of program services received. These analyses lead to important lessons from the impact analyses at age 3.

It is possible that high-risk families take longer to benefit from a program and that the benefits may be in areas other than cognitive skills.

Program approach. When we focused on the age 3 impacts, the lesson was clear. Across the program sites that implemented a mixed approach to providing services, that is, they enrolled families in center- or home-based services or both (either at the same time or over time), the impacts on children and families were stronger. Several of the interaction effects between program approach and impacts were statistically significant—in the areas of children’s cognitive and language development and parenting.

Quality of program implementation. As part of the in-depth EHS implementation study, the evaluation measured the extent to which programs met the criteria set forth in the Head Start Program Performance Standards along several dimensions. At the end of program participation the programs we classified as fully implemented had greater impacts on children and families than the programs that had only incompletely implemented the quality standards.

Family race or ethnicity. Subgroup analyses found that EHS had more positive impacts on African American poor families than on Hispanic or white poor families. The effect sizes were often one-third to one-half of a standard deviation. These effects were sustained at age 5. As has been seen in other programs, such as the Infant Health and Development Program (IHDP), the African American families in the EHS study were more disadvantaged than the white and Hispanic families. Perhaps as a result of their level of disadvantage, the African American families in the control group had lower levels of positive parenting, of reading to their children, and of learning activities than the other ethnic groups within the control condition. In addition, the African American children in the control group had lower means on cognitive and language outcomes than did the white children in the control group. If a subset of children and mothers have, in the absence of an intervention, lower scores on outcomes being targeted by an intervention, it is possible that they might benefit more from a particular intervention.

Family risk. One finding that initially surprised us was that the families with the highest risk levels, as defined in this study,
showed no positive impacts of the program when children were 3. Moderate-risk families showed the largest and most consistent impacts. These findings are similar to those from the IHDP, another multi-site randomized trial for children from birth to age 3 (looking at cognitive skills at age 3). An additional follow-up at age 8 suggested that sustained effects of the intervention were seen in mothers who were moderate risk as well. In EHS at age 5, however, impacts for the high-risk group emerged for parenting and home environment outcomes. It is possible that high-risk families take longer to benefit from a program and that the benefits may be in arenas other than cognitive skills. Indeed, in EHS, we found some impacts on reduced violence in the home.

Intensity of services. Administrative data on the number of days children attended EHS centers (or hours at the center per year) were not available. Based on maternal report of average weekly hours, we found that EHS children spent about 1,000 hours in EHS child care in the center-based sites over the life of the program, with far fewer hours spent in child care in the home-visiting and mixed-approach sites (as would be expected). EHS families in home-based sites received an average of seventy-one visits over their twenty-two month enrollment period, or about 3.2 visits per month (home visit rates were smaller in the center- and mixed-approach sites). Thus, about four-fifths of possible visits were completed (based on an expectation of a weekly visit), which is well above the 50 percent rate cited for previous home-visiting programs.

Several studies have found links between number of days in centers and child outcomes. The most sophisticated of these studies involves propensity score matching to examine possible effects of number of days on child outcomes. These nonexperimental analyses suggest that children with more days in the center are more likely to show benefits from the program, both at the end of the program and two to five years later. Long-term large effects (at age 8) appeared only for children who received 300 to 325 days in the center (over a two-year period, or 150 to 175 days per year; effect sizes of more than one-half of a standard deviation). Shorter-term (and smaller) impacts were found at lower levels of center attendance (about 250 days total). The large impacts in Abecedarian and IHDP at the end of each program (on cognitive outcomes, about three-quarters of a standard deviation) are probably due to the fact that so many of the children received a high level of center-based care. Although some EHS children in center-based sites received 175 days per year, over all sites attendance was quite low.

Most of the non-EHS studies focused on cognitive and language outcomes. A significant advantage of EHS is that aggressive behaviors, attention, and approaches to learning also were assessed. It is in these domains that we see sustained effects of EHS. We do not know if these domains are more amenable to lower doses of intervention or if these domains are more influenced by the home-visiting component of the program. It is encouraging, however, to see an intervention that achieved sustained effects in these important areas of school readiness.

Interpretations and Implications of the Findings

The findings described in this paper lead us to six conclusions on the enduring impacts, the community context, the focus on quality and intensity of services, the continuity of interventions, impacts on
Hispanic children and families, and the costs and benefits of Early Head Start.

Enduring impacts. Some of the most persistent impacts were in domains particularly important for later success in school. For example, aggressive behavior problems, which EHS programs reduced at all three age points, are predictive of later behavior problems and low school engagement. Attention, which EHS also influenced positively, is linked to school achievement. Parent reading to children (and learning stimulation) is also linked to positive outcomes later on. Although policymakers need to understand the lack of impacts on achievement at age 5, the sustained impacts on domains that might contribute to school success later on also need to be a focus.

Context. When we consider that these impacts occurred when averaged across seventeen program sites that were among the first 143 programs to be funded in a large-scale, nationwide roll-out of a new initiative, they really are quite notable, even though modest when compared with the common benchmark Abecedarian project. It should be noted, however, that the counterfactual, namely, that the types and availability of child care and family services available in communities were vastly different at the time of the Abecedarian study compared with the more-recent EHS evaluation: communities offered more services for infants and toddlers in the 1990s (compared with the 1970s) and many more of the EHS study control-group children were in child care.

Focus on quality and intensity of services. Head Start performance standards define quality very comprehensively and include requirements for certain levels of service breadth and intensity. The standards encompass services that include child and family development services, staff development, community building, and program management; for programs, doing things well means doing as many of the required programmatic activities as possible. Indeed, we found that sites differed as to how well they had implemented the performance standards, which was linked to outcomes at age 3. Another issue has to do with the specific curricula used. In 1997, EHS study programs used various curricula: two programs used the High/Scope approach, three drew on WestEd’s Program for Infant/Toddler Caregivers, four drew on the Creative Curriculum for Infants and Toddlers, and others used a variety of approaches and materials. Current EHS programs are using the Creative Curriculum (about four-fifths of center-based and family care programs) and the Partners for a Healthy Baby curriculum (three-fifths of EHS home-based programs). A final issue has to do with the appropriate levels of intensity of services for each individual family. More information on attendance would be welcome. No matter how good a curriculum might be, high rates of absenteeism will reduce its impact.

Continuity. It appears to us that following a birth to age 3 program like EHS
with formal preschool programs will create
the greatest opportunity for ensuring that
children from low-income families start
formal schooling on a more positive footing.
This finding is important because few
programs have attempted a full birth to age 5
intervention within a single program. The
fact that links are seen with the robust set of
statistical controls we used in EHS leads us
to speculate that larger impacts would be
seen if continuity of services were provided
following EHS. We recommend testing
various models for providing continuity of
services after children leave EHS and before
they enter kindergarten. Granted, a birth (or
prenatal) to age 5 program is considerably
more expensive than either an infant-toddler
or a preschool program. Perhaps as states are
now increasingly paying for pre-K
programs, the federal government could
focus its resources on the early years. We
can imagine a landscape in which all
children have access to quality,
developmentally-focused services from the
time their mothers are pregnant until they
begin kindergarten, enrolling in federal
programs until they turn 3 years of age, and
then entering state-sponsored preschool
programs. Some variation on this scenario
may be possible within current budget
limitations, at least for some children.

Costs and benefits of Early Head
Start. Programs are frequently asked to
justify themselves by demonstrating benefits
whose dollar value outweighs the costs of
the intervention. The Perry Preschool
Project, of course, is continually cited as
having a significant monetary return on its
investment. It is too early in the lives of
the children and families who participated in
the EHS evaluation for any benefits to
appear with which we can associate dollar
values.

Conclusion

Three principles, grounded in recent
research on programs serving children who
are most in need of support, lead to a clear
policy recommendation: To maximize the
benefits of early childhood programs in
enhancing disadvantaged children’s school
readiness, we need programs that are of the
highest possible quality and intensity, begin
at birth (or before), and either continue until
the children enter kindergarten or provide
for continuity of services across programs
throughout this five-year period.

Enhancing impacts for Hispanic
children and families. At age 5, EHS had an
impact on receptive vocabulary for Spanish-
speaking children, yet impacts overall for
the Hispanic subgroup (including both
English- and Spanish-speaking children)
were not notable. The same was true of the
Head Start Impact Study. Much more needs
to be done to understand why impacts are
smaller for this group of families. We
recommend experimentation with
intervention models, curricula, and various
instructional strategies for English language
learners (or dual language learners), to
identify best practices (work in this area is
currently being funded by the National
Institute of Child Health and Human
Development and ACF). We also
recommend more work to determine why
the enrollment rates for these groups are so
different.
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Notes


2 These reflections are those of the authors, not ACF, the sponsoring agency.


6 Love et al., “The Effectiveness of Early Head Start for 3-Year-Old Children and Their Parents.” We note that families were not randomly assigned to the three program approaches; however, because programs serve families by identifying the mix of program services that would best meet families’ needs, assigning families to those services at random would create an unrealistic situation that would not be generalizable to other EHS programs. However, a planned variation experiment could be very useful for documenting what services are most likely to impact children’s outcomes for different types of families (and why).
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